Before installation, it is compulsory to read the NC9LW "ORIGINAL INSTRUCTIONS 2/3 Installation and user manual."

1. Slide out the casing pins and then remove the mounting profile unit from the shutter.
2. Prepare the mounting profile unit depending on the window hood type.
3. Stick sealing blocks in the places shown in the picture. Use additional mounting washers if there is a low hood or a wide gutter hood.
4. Fix the mounting profile unit to the window hood using the screws included in the shutter installation kit.
5. Check the corrugation type for screws in the window profiles (type A or type B).
6. Install the shutter bottom sliders to the trapezoidal profiles of the window. If required, use additional washers.
7. Install the slider holders to the upper trapezoidal profiles. If required, use additional washers.
8. Check whether the window is equipped with an opening for the power cable for the accessory.
9. Make an opening in the hood and then place a rubber cable penetration.
10. Slide the power cable into the opening.
11. Place the shutter on the mounting profile and then install the safety pins.
12. Place the bottom shutter part on the bottom sliders.
13. Slide the safety pins into the slider holder.
14. Connect the shutter to the network using the 15VDC power supply.
15. Operate the shutter using the wBox app or buttons on the shutter. The maximum window opening with the shutter having the armour unfolded is 20 cm.
16. Do not allow accumulation of snow on the shutter. For this purpose it is recommended to use devices preventing snow from sliding onto the shutter. Regularly remove any dirt that might obstruct operation of the shutter.
17. Use the safety catch to secure the window in the position for cleaning.
18. If required, adjust the end positions of the shutter.